We report results of quantum wave packet calculations of the O( 1 D)ϩHCl(vϭ0,j)→ClOϩH, OHϩCl, reactions for zero and nonzero total angular momentum, J, ͑using the centrifugal sudden approximation͒, and using a new fit to extensive ab initio calculations of a global potential ͓K. A. Peterson, S. Skokov, and J. M. Bowman, J. Chem. Phys. 111, 2445 ͑1999͔͒. Initial state-selected and cumulative reaction probabilities to form each set of products for Jϭ0 are calculated by a direct summation of the initial state-selected reaction probabilities. We propose and test a simple energy-shifting approximation that relates the initial state-selected reaction probability for arbitrary j to the one for jϭ0. Extensions of standard J-and K-shifting methods are suggested and applied to both reaction channels. In doing this extension the adiabatic rotation approximation is used to determine the rotational barriers in the entrance and exit channels. The energy dependence of the reaction cross sections to form the two products is calculated for O( 1 D)ϩHCl(vϭ0,jϭ0) using Jand K-shifting and compared at two translational energies to results of quasiclassical trajectory calculations. The thermal rate constants for the two reaction channels are calculated from 200 to 400 K and compared to experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum calculations of reactions that proceed without a potential barrier, and typically by complex formation, are very demanding, due both to the presence of a complex region, which causes the wave function to oscillate rapidly, and also to the large region of configuration space that is accessible to the reaction. Previous, full dimensionality quantum calculations of such reactions have been reported for HϩO 2 The reaction proceeds without a barrier to either set of products and via two complex regions, HOCl and HClO. In this previous work we reported wave packet and quasiclassical calculations of the reaction probabilities for total angular momentum Jϭ0 and for HCl ͑vϭ0, jϭ0͒. 12͑a͒ ͑A Communication has also appeared 12͑b͒ that presents some highlights of the work described in this article.͒
The O( 1 D)ϩHCl reaction has attracted considerable attention experimentally [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] in part due to its significant role in stratospheric chemistry. Balucani et al. 19 measured the angular and translational distributions of ClO products in a crossed-beam experiment. At an average collision energy of 0.53 eV, they estimated the branching ratio ClO / OH у0.34Ϯ0. 10 . In another experimental investigation, 20 carried out at an average relative translational energy of 0.33 eV, but a thermal distribution of HCl ͑at 298 K͒, the branching ratio was reported to be 0.24Ϯ0.06. The first experimental measurement of the rate coefficient for the global deactivation of O( 1 D) by HCl was carried out by Davidson et al.
•molecule
Ϫ1
•s Ϫ1 independent of temperature over the range 200-350 K. A similar value of (1.50Ϯ0.30)ϫ10
Ϫ10 cm 3 •molecule
•s Ϫ1 at 297 K was reported by Wine et al. 16 The authors also estimated the fractions of the products OH and ClO to be 67%Ϯ10% and 24%Ϯ5%, respectively. ͓The remainder was due to quenching of O( 1 D) to O( 3 P).͔ From these data the following estimates of the rate coefficients can be obtained: (1.01Ϯ0.28)ϫ10
Ϫ10 for channel ͑1͒ and (0.36 Ϯ0.13)ϫ10 Ϫ10 cm 3 •molecule
•s Ϫ1 for channel ͑2͒. Previous theoretical studies of the O( 1 D)ϩHCl reaction [21] [22] [23] were done using the quasiclassical trajectory ͑QCT͒ method. Schinke 21 performed QCT calculations using a potential energy surface based on unpublished ab initio data of Liu. The branching ratio ClO / OH , the OH vibration/rotation distributions, and the angular distribution at a limited number of energies were calculated. The branching ratios calculated on this PES were about four times smaller than the measured ones. This disagreement with experiment is most likely due to the error in this potential which has ClO endoergic rather than exoergic, as is found experimentally.
Laganà and co-workers have reported extensive QCT calculations using a more realistic potential, 22 based on limited ab initio and spectroscopic data. Most recently, Laganà, Aoiz, and co-workers redid QCT calculations 23 on an improved version of the earlier potential and were able to improve agreement with the molecular beam experiments and the IR chemiluminescence ones.
In this article we extend the quantum calculations of the O( 1 D)ϩHCl reaction reported earlier 12͑a͒ to include a range of initial rotational states of HCl as well as for nonzero total angular momentum. In addition a new potential is used. This surface is based on additional ab initio calculations and a new fit to them. The new global potential is briefly described in the next section. The theoretical methods used are described in Sec. III, results and discussion are given in Sec. IV, and a summary and conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. POTENTIAL AND ENERGETICS
The potential we use is an improved version of one that was described previously. 24 A schematic indicating the energetics of the various reaction channels, the HOCl and HClO complexes, and the isomerization barrier is given in Fig. 1 . The energetics of reaction channels are in good agreement with the experimental estimates. The energy difference between the HOCl and HClO minima of this surface is 2.34 eV and the difference between the HOCl minimum and the isomerization transition state is 3.21 eV. The corresponding numbers for the latest potential of Laganà and co-workers 23 are 2.65 and 4.0 eV. The fitted analytical PES was based on the extrapolated complete basis set multireference configuration interaction ab initio calculations reported previously. 24 For the present work a new robust functional form was employed that has recently been used for a global fit to the ground state surface of HOBr. 25 As in previous treatments 24͑a͒ a many-body expansion in the three bond lengths was used:
where R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 are the OH, HCl, and ClO separations, respectively. The two-body, diatomic potentials were each fit to the switched-MLJ ͑modified Lennard-Jones oscillator͒ function of Hajigerorgiou and Le Roy, 26 V͑r
where zϭ(rϪr e )/(rϩr e ), and
In Eq. ͑5͒ the switching function f s (r) is defined by f s (r) ϭ1/ e ␣ s (rϪr s ) ϩ1 with ␣ s being the damping strength parameter and r s was set to ϳ1 bohr longer than the maximum r data point used in the fit. The value of ␤ ϱ can be related 26 to the C 6 dispersion coefficient, ␤ ϱ ϭln 2D e (r e ) 6 
where
The stretching coordinates, i (iϭ1 -3), were taken to be
where the reference geometries, R i 0 , were approximately equal to the equilibrium bond lengths in the two-body potentials. The angular functions i corresponded to damped Legendre polynomials,
where 1 ϭ(Ϫ HOCl ), 2 ϭ(Ϫ HClO ), and the damping functions,
helped to smooth any spurious oscillations in the asymptotic regions. In Eq. ͑7͒, the function that smoothly switches between the HOCl(R 1 ϽR 2 ) and HClO(R 2 ϾR 1 ) regions of the PES, ⍀ i (R 1 ϪR 2 ), is defined by
where the optimal value of the switching strength parameter,
, was found to be 0.60. The highest degree of and terms in Eq. ͑7͒ were 8 and 7, respectively, for iϭ1, and 7 and 6, respectively, for iϭ2, which resulted in 371 linear parameters (d ilmn ). The second term in Eq. ͑7͒, V b (3) , was included to accurately fit the conical intersections at HOCl ϭ180°and HOCl ϭ0°and was essentially identical to that used previously. 24͑b͒ This added an additional 33 parameters to the fit. Last, the function smoothly cuts off the three-body term for small atom-atom separations and has the form
͑12͒
The weighting of the data points and the resulting root-meansquare errors were all nearly identical to our previous fit, 24͑b͒ however the present PES includes nearly 500 more ab initio points for a total of 1601.
Contour plots of the potential surface in the O( 1 D) ϩHCl entrance channel and the ClOϩH exit channel will be presented in Figs. 8 and 9 and discussed in Sec. IV.
III. THEORY AND METHODS

A. Quantum calculations
The quantum calculations were carried out in the standard body-fixed ͑BF͒ Jacobi coordinates: the distance between O and the center-of-mass of HCl is R, the HCl internuclear distance is r, and the angle between the vectors R and r is ␥, such that ␥ equals zero for collinear OHCl. In the BF representation the vector associated with R coincides with the z-axis. The centrifugal sudden ͑CS͒ 30, 31 Hamiltonian operator,
is used for J greater than zero calculations, where and m are the reduced mass of the OϩHCl collision complex and the reduced mass of the HCl molecule, respectively. Good quantum numbers for the wave function are J, the total angular momentum quantum number, and, in the CS approximation, K, the projection quantum number of J and the diatomic rotational quantum number, j, onto the BF z-axis. For Jϭ0 the above Hamiltonian is exact. An initial wave packet was propagated using the real wave packet method of Gray and Balint-Kurti, which has been discussed in detail previously. 32, 33 In this approach, a damped Chebyschev iteration 34 is used to generate discrete propagation steps of the real part of a wave packet. The various parameters that were used in the real wave packet calculations, and the approach used to determine initial stateselected reaction probabilities and the branching to the two product channels are the same as those given in Ref. 12͑a͒. Calculations were done for Jϭ0 for HCl(vϭ0,0р jр12), for Jϭ1 for HCl(vϭ0,jϭ1,Kϭ0,1), for Jϭ11 for HCl(v ϭ0,jϭ9,Kϭ0 -9), and finally for Jϭ30 and 50 for HCl(v ϭ0,jϭ0). For each HCl initial state, wave packet propagation was complete after 40 000 iterations and required roughly 48 h on a DEC/COMPAQ Alpha XP1000 ͑500 MHz processor͒ workstation. One initial traveling Gaussian wave packet with an average kinetic energy of 0.3 eV was adequate to cover a translational energy range up to 0.53 eV. This was tested in limited calculations with Gaussian packets with 0.2 and 0.4 eV average kinetic energies.
B. J-shifting
Recent advances in the rigorous quantum dynamics treatment of chemical reactions have made it possible to compute an accurate reaction rate constant for gas-phase chemical reactions for direct atom-diatom reactions. In the rigorous quantum dynamics approach, the rate constant is computed by a thermal average of the reaction cross section multiplied by the relative speed, or by the thermal average of the cumulative reaction probability ͑CRP͒. Both the cross section and the CRP are obtained by expressions that involve a summation over all the contributing total angular momenta, J. Therefore, to obtain the rate constant requires the calculation of reaction probabilities at many J-values, and, these calculations are computationally intensive due to the proliferation of K-states as J increases. Often quantum dynamics calculations of even atom-diatom systems are performed for Jϭ0, and for some limited range of angular momenta J Ͼ0, then J-shifting techniques [35] [36] [37] [38] are used in order to estimate the ͑many͒ other JϾ0 probabilities. Thus it is feasible to estimate observable properties such as the cross section and rate constant without having to carry out explicit quantum dynamics for many total angular momenta J and K. The exact evaluation of cumulative reaction probabilities even for Jϭ0 over the energy range needed to obtain a desired temperature range for the rate constant requires dynamics calculations for various initial internal states of the reaction species. The number of rotational states is usually large for the particular vibrational state and dominates the number of initial states. Thus, even the calculation of the Jϭ0 CRP can be computationally intensive. Methods to obtain the CRP directly have been developed 39 and these can reduce the computational effort considerably for direct reactions, i.e., reactions with substantial barriers.
For reactions that proceed via complex formation and without potential barriers, the computational challenges are even greater than those for direct reactions. The wave functions are highly oscillatory due to the complex regions, and many initial states may contribute to the CRP. Even direct methods to obtain the CRP become of comparable difficulty to those that do an explicit sum of initial state-selected probabilities for such reactions. Thus, the need for some kind of J-shifting is perhaps even more compelling than for direct reactions. However, complex forming reactions present some new challenges to J-shifting approaches, as has already been noted, 6 ,38 and as we discuss in detail below. To begin, recall that the exact rate constant for a reaction can be written as the thermal average of the CRP, denoted N(E), as follows:
where E is the total energy, Q R is the total atom-diatom partition function ͑translational, vibrational, rotational, and electronic͒ at the temperature T. The CRP is typically decomposed into a sum of J,K contributions,
and the N J,K (E) have to be calculated separately. This can be very computer intensive as mentioned, even for the CS approximation, where K is a good quantum number. A simple and effective approximation that is often used is the J-shifting approximation. In the simplest form of this approximation, N J,K is approximated as
where E J,K ‡ is the rotational energy of the transition state. From this simple approximation the rate constant can be expressed approximately as
is the rotational partition function of the transition state. Note that the Jϭ0 CRP, N Jϭ0 (E) is given explicitly by
where P v, j (E) is the reaction probability for the initial vibration-rotation v j state summed over final states at the total energy E. J-shifting has been shown to be accurate to within 10%-20% for direct reactions, i.e., reactions with a barrier much larger than k B T. For reactions that proceed via complexes and with no potential barrier͑s͒, it appears at first glance that J-shifting is not applicable. However, barriers do form due to the rotational energy of the collision system. In this case the barrier is on an effective potential, i.e., the sum of the potential plus the rotational energy. These barriers define a transition state, however one that may shift considerably in configuration with the total energy and with J. The existence of these effective barriers is well-known, and they play a central role in approximate dynamical and statistical models of unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. 40 These models treat the dynamics approximately, and it is clearly desirable to have a model that is based on quantum dynamics but which incorporates rotational energy barriers with the approach of J-shifting.
A very nice, recent development along these lines is the l-shifting model of Gray et al., which was applied to the O( 1 D)ϩH 2 (vϭ0,jϭ0) reaction. 6 In this model exact reaction probabilities are shifted using an expression like Eq. ͑16͒; however, J is replaced by the orbital angular momentum l ͑l equals J for jϭ0͒. Further, the value of the energy shift depends on l, because the barriers on the effective potential ͑the sum of the actual potential plus the centrifugal potential͒ depend on l. This model is appropriate for describing rotational barriers in the entrance channel of the reaction, i.e., in the near asymptotic reactant region, and also for a reactant diatomic in the ground rotational state. To the extent that these barriers determine the overall reactivity ͑as they do in the case of O( 1 D)ϩH 2 ͒ the model is quite reasonable and should be accurate. However, in the present case where the reactant diatomic is also rotationally excited and where there are multiple product channels, the l-shifting model needs to be extended.
We have recently suggested a very simple model to do J-shifting in the case of multiple products for a complex reaction. 38 Here we give a more detailed form of the model that is appropriate for the present reaction and which can also be regarded as an extension of the l-shifting model. The idea is to use the exact Jϭ0 reaction probabilities to form the products ClO and OH in a J-and K-shifting approach that explicitly takes into account that the barriers on the effective potentials are different in the various arrangement channels and also that the location of the barriers depends on J and K. To do this, we need an expression for the overall rotational energy that explicitly depends on J and K and on the nuclear geometry. Such an expression is provided by the adiabatic rotation approximation. [41] [42] [43] 8 In this approximation the rotational Hamiltonian is diagonalized at a given nuclear geometry and the eigenvalues are the adiabatic rotational energies which are added to the electronic potential to form the effective potential. For near symmetric top systems, K is a good quantum number and the rotational energies are denoted E J,K (R ␣ ,r ␣ ,␥ ␣ ). Using this approximation we define effective potentials in the three arrangement channels as follows:
␣ϭHCl,OH, and ClO, ͑20͒
where V(R ␣ ,r ␣ ,␥ ␣ ) is the potential energy. For OClH the rotational energy is given accurately by the prolate symmetric top expression,
where the rotation constants A(R ␣ ,r ␣ ,␥ ␣ ) and B (R ␣ ,r ␣ ,␥ ␣ ) ͑the average of the B and C rotation constants͒ are functions of the Jacobi coordinates. ͑It is important to note that in this expression K is the spectroscopic K a , the projection quantum number on the a-axis. Due to the ''heavy-light-heavy'' mass combination the symmetric top a-axis is essentially the ClO bond axis, which is also essentially the BF z-axis in the CS Hamiltonian used in the scattering calculations, and so we have used the same K-notation in describing the adiabatic rotational energies. We do not use the CS approximation to describe the effective potential because, as is well-known, the rotational energy in this approximation is arrangement-channel dependent. And, while this approximation is quite reasonable, and therefore probably accurate, in OϩHCl and ClϩOH Jacobi coordinates, it is very likely inaccurate in ClOϩH Jacobi coordinates, especially for large values of J.͒ These effective potentials were used to determine the properties of barriers that may develop as a function of J and K. We used the code SURVIB 44 to locate saddle point͑s͒ on the effective potentials and to perform the usual transitionstate theory analysis, i.e., a normal mode analysis to obtain the zero-point energies and also to obtain the rotation constants.
To summarize, for a reaction that proceeds by complex formation and with more than one set of products, the expression for generalized J-and K-shifting is
where E J,K ‡,␣␤ is the rotational energy obtained at the relevant J-and K-dependent barrier on the effective potential, given by Eq. ͑20͒. From the characteristics of the barrier ͑including the zero-point energy͒ in the reactant ͑entrance͒ channel and the various product ͑exit͒ channels, it is straightforward to determine which barrier controls a given reaction for a given value of the total energy, J and K.
J-and K-shifting can also be used to estimate various initial state-selected cross sections to form a given product. For example, for initial rotational states with Kϭ0 the cross section can be estimated using the expression
where P v j Jϭ0 is the initial state-selected reaction probability to form a given product ͑for simplicity we drop the ␣,␤-notation͒ and k v j is the wave number. Degeneracy-averaged cross sections can also be estimated using J-and K-shifting, however, in this case the minimum value of J for an exact calculation has to be JϭK and then energy shifting is done relative to that value of J.
Finally, it must be noted that in general there will be minimum values of J and K where a positive energy barrier on the effective potential exists, and we do not do J-and K-shifting for values of J and K less than these minimum values.
C. j-shifting
The cumulative reaction probabilities N ␣→␤ Jϭ0 (E) are obtained from the obvious generalization of Eq. ͑19͒ to describe multiple products. For reactions with no potential barriers the initial translational energy is the key quantity controlling reactivity, and so many initial states contribute to the summation ͑the exact number depends on the total energy, E, of course͒. This can make the calculation of N ␣→␤ Jϭ0 (E) very computer intensive, and so it is important to develop approximations to obtain N ␣→␤ Jϭ0 (E). An obvious idea is to assume the validity of the following j-shifting approximation for the P v, j (E),
where E j ϭB v j( jϩ1) is the diatomic rotational energy of the reactant molecule involved in the chemical reaction A ϩBC and B v is the diatomic rotational constant. This procedure can be repeated for each vibrational state v to obtain the cumulative reaction probability for Jϭ0. We test this simple approximation in the next section.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Reaction probabilities for JÄ0
Initial state-resolved reaction probabilities for HCl(v ϭ0,jϭ0 -12) to form the products OHϩCl and ClOϩH were calculated for JϭKϭ0. Because this reaction proceeds without a barrier in the entrance channel, the HCl rovibrational energies are the reaction threshold energies. The rotational constant for HCl is 10.6 cm Ϫ1 , and so HCl is rotationally excited at room temperature. At 300 K the most populated rotational states are jϭ3 and 4, and states with j larger than 12 contribute negligibly. Therefore we calculated reaction probabilities explicitly for j up to 12, and thus the CRP is converged up to a total energy of 0.39 eV, which is the threshold energy for jϭ13 (vϭ0).
In Fig. 2 we plot six initial state-selected reaction probabilities for the OH and ClO products, as a function of the relative translational energy, E t . As seen, the probabilities are highly structured ͑a signature of complex formation͒, and on the average they are similar for the various j-values to translational energies of roughly 0.35 eV. However, close inspection reveals that the OH probability decreases while the ClO one increases with increasing j.
The total, OH, and ClO CRPs for Jϭ0 are plotted versus the total energy E in Fig. 3 , along with the corresponding approximate CRPs obtained using j-shifting. As seen, there is good agreement, i.e., errors of the order of 10% or less, between the rigorous and approximate total CRP and also for the CRP to form OHϩCl. However, above 0.35 eV there are significant differences between the approximate and exact CRPs for ClOϩH. This is a direct result of the sensitive j-dependence for the ClOϩH channel seen in Fig. 2 . Also note that the CRP to form OH is roughly 2-3 times the CRP to form ClO.
B. JÌ0
In order to obtain integral cross sections and rate constants, we need to calculate reaction probabilities for a large range of J. This can be done by using the CS approximation; however, as noted above the calculations are very computer intensive for each J and K, and thus it is not feasible to cover the large range in J and K needed to obtain converged results. So, the J-and K-shifting methods described in the previous section were used to obtain the rate constants and selected cross sections. Limited CS calculations, however, were done for J greater than zero and Kу0, some of which were done to provide some qualitative tests of the J-and K-shifting methods.
Before considering tests of J-and K-shifting, we determined the K-dependence of reaction probabilities for Jϭ1 and 11. The reaction probabilities for HCl(vϭ0,jϭ1), J ϭ1, and Kϭ0,1 are shown in Fig. 4 , along with the degeneracy-averaged probabilities. For reference the reaction probabilities for HCl(vϭ0,jϭ0) are also shown. As seen, there is a significant dependence on K, especially for the ClOϩH products. Also note that the jϭ1 degeneracyaveraged reaction probabilities are in good agreement with the jϭ0 probabilities. This suggests that j-shifting can be applied to degeneracy-averaged jϾ0 reaction probabilities for this reaction.
To further investigate the dependence of the reaction probabilities on K, we calculated reaction probabilities for jϭ9 and Jϭ11 and 0рKр9. Selected results that were shown in a figure in a communication, 12͑b͒ demonstrated that the total reaction probability decreases significantly for K ϭ9 compared to Kϭ2. The branching ratio ClO:OH also shows a marked increase with K. A detailed explanation of the K-dependence, based on the adiabatic rotation approximation, was also given previously 12͑b͒ and so will not be repeated here.
In Fig. 5 we plot the reaction probabilities for HCl(v ϭ0,jϭ0), for Jϭ30 and 50 and Kϭ0. For these values of J there are clear energy shifts at low total energies. Also as seen, the energy shift is larger for ClOϩH than for OHϩCl in the threshold region. It is difficult to ''eyeball'' a precise energy shift value due to the oscillating reaction probabilities, and clearly a simple energy shift is meaningful only in a averaged sense.
In order to understand the J-and K-dependence of the reaction probabilities shown in Fig. 5 ͓and Fig. 2 of Ref.
12͑b͔͒ we made a detailed examination of the effective potentials using the methods described in the previous section. We focus on the J-dependence, as the K-dependence was already examined in detail previously. The J-dependent barriers for this reaction are shown schematically ͑but realistically͒ in Fig. 6 . First note that the barrier in the OHϩCl channel is well below the barrier in the reactant channel; this is the expected result due to the large exothermicity to form the OHϩCl products. A more interesting, and somewhat subtle, result is the larger barrier for the ClOϩH channel than for OϩHCl, even though the ClOϩH channel is slightly exothermic. This is due to the difference in the B -constants at the relevant barriers. For the ClOϩH channel B is roughly four times the B -constant for the OϩHCl channel; this is easily understood from the following. Due to the mass combination in HOCl the B -constant is essentially given by ប 2 /(2 ClO R ClO 2 ); at the OϩHCl barrier R ClO Ϸ5.7 bohr ͑the exact value depends on J, of course͒ but at the ClOϩH barrier R ClO Ϸ3.0 bohr ͑which is close to the equilibrium value of isolated ClO͒, which is approximately half the value at the OϩHCl barrier, and this leads to the 4 to 1 ratio in B -constants.
Equipotential contour plots of the bare and effective potentials for Jϭ100 and Kϭ0 are given in Figs. 7 and 8 for OϩHCl and ClOϩH, respectively. These plots are given in terms of the corresponding Jacobi radial coordinate R and angle, ␥, for r fixed. In all cases the value of r at these barriers is very close to the equilibrium value of the corresponding diatomic molecule. Focussing first on Fig. 7 , note that there are two distinct and unequal angular regions where the potential is always attractive. Due to the heavy-lightheavy mass combination, ␥ in the OϩHCl arrangement is essentially the OClH bond angle, such that ␥ equal to 90°c orresponds to an L-shaped OClH and ␥ equal to 180°cor-responds to a linear OClH. Since small values of ␥ correspond to the HOCl complex, and large values of ␥ to the HClO complex, it would seem that the larger of the two angular regions favors entering the HClO complex region, which in turn would favor the ClOϩH product. However, as seen in the plot there is no barrier to ''isomerizing'' to the deeper HOCl region, which leads to the exoergic OHϩCl products, and these are in fact the favored products for J ϭ0 as already noted. The effective potential shown in Fig. 7 displays two distinct saddle points; the one near 90°is broader than the one at 40°. The barrier heights and normal mode frequencies at these barriers were obtained using SURVIB, and the ground state adiabatic barrier at 90°is 0.05 eV lower than the one at 40°. Another very important factor that also favors the barrier at 90°is the K-dependence of the effective potential. This was explicitly shown elsewhere; 12͑b͒ however, it suffices to note that the A-constant is much larger at the 40°saddle point than at the 90°one. This is a consequence of the heavylight-heavy mass combination for which the A-constant is essentially given by m H r Ќ 2 , where m H is the mass of the H atom, and r Ќ is the perpendicular distance of the H atom to the a-axis. As already noted the a-axis is essentially the ClO bond axis BF z-axis, which in the OϩHCl arrangement is The O( 1 D)ϩHCl reaction essentially R. Thus, if R and r are fixed, bending away from the perpendicular geometry raises the A-constant significantly. 12͑b͒ Thus, the saddle point at 90°is taken as the one controlling complex formation in the reactant entrance channel.
A similar analysis was carried out for the effective potential of the product ClOϩH channel, shown in Fig. 8 for Jϭ100,Kϭ0. As seen, the bare and effective potentials are nearly symmetric about ␥ equal 90°and so the A-and B -constants at the two barriers are nearly equal. However, we chose the constants for the 140°barrier since that is the barrier that controls the decay of the HClO complex, which directly connects the reactant OϩHCl channel and the ClOϩH product channel. Finally, note that the barriers for the ClOϩH channel are significantly higher than the ones in OϩHCl channel. This is due to the factor of four difference in the B -constants in these two channels, as mentioned above.
The analysis of effective potentials in the reactant OϩHCl and the ClOϩH exit channels was done for J up to 180 and for a smaller range of K. For OϩHCl we found that the saddle point geometry was largely determined by the value of J since the corresponding A-constant is a minimum at the 90°barrier. The A-constant was found to be essentially independent of J and K and equal to 10.6 cm Ϫ1 . The other rotation constants do vary with J, however, not significantly with K. The B -constant for ClO is roughly four times the one for HCl for a given J. The A-constant for the HϩClO channel varies from around 4.5 to 6.0 cm Ϫ1 depending on J, and is significantly less than the A-constant for the OϩHCl channel. Also note that there are minimum values of J where a true barrier on the effective potential first appears. For OϩHCl the minimum J is 50 and for ClOϩH it is 30.
From this analysis of the effective potentials ͑including the zero-point energy͒ and the corresponding rotation constants, we determined at a given total energy E the maximum value of J and K where the effective barrier equals or first exceeds E. The results of this analysis for Kϭ0 are shown in Fig. 9 for the OHϩCl and ClOϩH channels. Not surprisingly these curves both show an approximate E 1/2 dependence, and also show that J max for ClOϩH is below J max for OϩHCl. These values of J max determine the upper limits in the J -K shifting summations to obtain the CRPs ͓cf. Eqs.
͑15͒, ͑16͒
, and ͑22͔͒ and the initial state-selected cross sections ͓cf. Eq. ͑23͔͒. From the viewpoint of classical transition state theory, they determine the cutoff for the evaluation of flux across the transition state. These barriers are permeable quantum mechanically as can be surmised from the plots in Fig. 10 , which show the profiles of the barriers with respect to R with r and ␥ fixed at their values at the barrier. We have devised a model to incorporate quantum tunneling through these barriers and will describe this model elsewhere.
Using the J-dependent rotation constants and the value of J max , initial state-selected cross sections and the thermal rate constants to form the products were calculated using the generalized J-and K-shifting methods. The reaction cross sections for HCl(vϭ0, jϭ0) using these methods are plotted in Fig. 11 , along with results from standard quasiclassical trajectory ͑QCT͒ calculations at two energies. ͓The QCT calculations were carried out exactly as described in detail in Ref. 12͑a͒.͔ As seen, the quantum cross sections display the expected inverse dependence on the initial relative kinetic energy, and the OH product is favored over the ClO product ͑A power-law fit to the energy dependence of OHϩCl and the total cross sections gives exponents of Ϫ0.45 and Ϫ0.47, respectively which is close to the simple Langevin result of Ϫ0.5. The fit to the cross section for ClOϩH gives an exponent of Ϫ1.2͒. The limited comparison with the QCT results shows qualitative and semiquantitative agreement. The QCT OH cross sections are 25% larger than the quantum ones at 0.33 eV and 50% larger at 0.53 eV. For ClO the QCT cross section is 30% higher than the quantum one at 0.33 eV but 30% lower than the quantum one at 0.53 eV. Both the quantum and QCT cross sections are approximate and so we cannot say which of these results is closer to the exact answer.
More extensive QCT calculations are underway, including those for Jϭ0, for which the quantum results are exact, and these will be reported in the near future. The calculations will also consider a range of initial states of HCl so that a correct comparison with beam experiments 19, 20 can be made. Qualitatively, the results in Fig. 11 agree with these experiments in predicting the dominance of the OHϩCl channel over the ClOϩH one. However, the calculations predict a much smaller ratio for the cross section to form the latter relative to the former one. A quantitative comparison with experiment will require proper averaging over the initial HCl rotational states.
Finally, we calculated the thermal rate constant using Jand K-shifting applied to the Jϭ0 cumulative reaction probability. The results were multiplied by 1/5 to account approximately for the electronic degeneracy associated with O( 1 D). There are five potential energy surfaces, of which three are AЈ and two are AЉ in C s symmetry, and the reaction takes place on the lowest energy AЈ surface. The results are shown in Table I along with the results of Ref. 16 . First note that the rate constant summed over both products is essentially independent of the temperature over the range shown, in agreement with experiment.
14 Quantitatively, the comparison for the two sets of products is within the experimental errors bars for ClOϩH but slightly outside the error bars for OHϩCl. Overall this level of agreement with experiment is satisfactory given that the calculations are based on limited exact quantum calculations and rely heavily on the J-and K-shifting approximation. However, what does seem secure is the importance of considering the proper thermal distribution of HCl rotational states, since the branching between the two sets of products depends significantly on the HCl rotation.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We reported results of quantum wave packet calculations of the O (  1 D)ϩHCl(vϭ0,j) →ClOϩH,OHϩCl reactions for a range of total angular momentum J and for a number of initial HCl rotational states. These calculations used a new global potential energy surface based on extensive ab initio calculations. We tested a simple energyshifting approximation that relates the initial state-selected reaction probability for arbitrary j to the one for jϭ0 and found that the method works fairly well for the cumulative reaction probability. Extensions of standard J-and K-shifting methods, based on the adiabatic rotation approximation, were made and applied to both reaction channels. Effective barriers were determined in the three arrangement channels, and from these the relevant rotation constants were determined for use in J-and K-shifting. The energy dependence of the reaction cross sections to form the two products was calculated using the new J-and K-shifting methods for O( 1 D)ϩHCl(vϭ0,jϭ0) and compared at two translational energies to results of quasiclassical trajectory calculations. Agreement was in the 30%-50% range. The thermal rate constants for the two reaction channels were calculated from 200 to 400 K. The total rate was found to be independent of the temperature, in agreement with experiment. Quantitative agreement with experiment for the individual rate constants was good for ClOϩH, but just outside the errors bars for OHϩCl. 
